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Eid in Pakistan: Live updates on Shawwal moon sighting 





Testimonies for Shawwal moon received from different parts of country; moon not sighted in India and Bangladesh
















	


Yusuf Raza Gilani, Saidal Khan Nasir elected Senate chairman, deputy unopposed
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Elections took place amid protests by PTI senators who called session to be adjourned till senators from KP elected




	


KSE-100 crosses 70,000 mark in historic first
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Mohammed Sohail, CEO of Topline Securities, in a post-market note, said the stock market soared on Saudi investment pledge and...




	


Malala asks PM Shehbaz to spend 4% of GDP on education
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The new government should focus more on girls’ education in its first 100 days' priorities, says Malala Yousafzai




	


Pak vs NZ: PCB announces squad for New Zealand series
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Imad Wasim and Mohammad Amir return to squad; Amir last played for Pakistan in August 2020 against England




	


Internet services restored in Pakistan after brief outage
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Sources in telecom operators' sector say outage appears to be an internal matter




	


May 9 riots: 20 convicts freed after reprieve allowed by army chief
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Gen Asim Munir allowed the release of these convicted persons prior to Eid-ul-Fitr




	


Sindh minister slams MQM-P for demanding army deployment in Karachi
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Minister Zia-ul-Hassan Lanjar says it will take some time for law and order situation to come under control




	


Live Hamas says Israeli proposal failed to meet Palestinian demands, yet it is under review
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Netanyahu says a date has been set for a ground offensive in southern Gaza city of Rafah




	


Pakistan's agricultural heartland at risk: Concerns mount as Punjab's farmland gives way to housing development
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Experts have been sounding the alarm of the implications of diminishing agricultural land in Punjab and what that may mean for...
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Pakistani athlete becomes Asia's first qualified disabled paragliding pilot
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Will the weather remain hot on Eid ul Fitr?
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WATCH: Cristiano Ronaldo makes angry gesture to referee after he upsets him
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COAS Gen Munir hosts Iftar dinner for Pakistan cricket team 
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Threat alerts issued by terrorists for Champions League matches 
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This iPhone charging hack has left users in disbelief: 'Wait...what?' 
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New findings reveal habitability on Mars 














[image: Longest living man on Earth in England reveals diet, way of life]





Longest living man on Earth in England reveals diet, way of life 














[image: Total Solar Eclipse: Experts issue new forecast, areas to catch clear view]





Total Solar Eclipse: Experts issue new forecast, areas to catch clear view 
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The pursuit of uniformity 
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A disdain for reality 
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Combating intimate mental abuse: Story of unseen scars 
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Crisis of the courts 
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Real story behind Indian defence minister's threat
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All eyes on Babar Azam as he returns as Green Shirts' captain
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Malala asks PM Shehbaz to spend 4% of GDP on education 







	Eid in Pakistan: Live updates on Shawwal moon sighting
	Sindh minister slams MQM-P for demanding army deployment in Karachi
	Will the weather remain hot on Eid ul Fitr?
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Elon Musk reveals when superhuman AI will come into existence 







	What does New Zealand expect after new tougher work visa rules?
	Texans in Dallas get front row seats to witness Total Solar Eclipse 2024
	 Total Solar Eclipse 2024 in pictures
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KSE-100 crosses 70,000 mark in historic first 







	Tax dodgers beware as FBR set to block SIMs of non-filers, under-filers
	OpenAI's Sam Altman becomes billionaire but still below Elon Musk
	Remittances surge 31.27% to $2.95 billion in March on Ramadan inflows
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Threat alerts issued by terrorists for Champions League matches 







	PCB breaks silence on 'infighting' after Babar vs Shaheen controversy
	UEFA accepts rare Real Madrid request
	Pak vs NZ: PCB announces squad for New Zealand series
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	Watch: Justin Bieber gets emotional as he shares he's ‘protective' of Billie Eilish 
	'Blue's Clues' star Steve Burns breaks silence on 'Quiet on Set' docuseries 
	Robert Downey Jr.'s wife Susan debunks major misbelief about his addiction
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	Why have scientists built 3,200-megapixel 'largest digital camera'?
	Minor in England finds 'this', turns out from 1st century Roman era
	Longest living man on Earth in England reveals diet, way of life
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Experts explain new phenomena about this exoplanet 
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